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TEASER

EXT. A SNOWY MOUNTAIN RIDGE - NIGHT

Bright moonlight. A bare, rock-and-snow ridge under a clear
sky.

TWO FIGURES in mountaineering clothing climb with makeshift
crampons and axes, breath visible in the air. They reach the
ridge and look over a steep drop onto a vast valley. Lights
of civilization dot the plain.

They pant in the thin air, tired but relieved. One of them
turns to look back the way they came and sees:

Another valley, almost pitch black and barren. The only
lights are from a clumped-together town, way in the
distance.

A sound from below, on the lush side of the ridge. They look
at each other: Do you hear that? The sound builds into a
slow whirrrrr...louder....then:

An EXPLOSION of light, blinding them. It dims slightly to
reveal hundreds of tiny drones hovering in front of them, 20
feet away. The eerie whir remains deafening - they stand in
terror, frozen as the lights scan their bodies.

A VOICE (BORED GUARD) sounds from the drones.

BORED GUARD (O.C.)
Guys, c’mon. This never works..

The stand - frozen in fear, as the lights blind them..

INT. BORDER PATROL STATION - NIGHT

A small, bunker-like security center. Two guards - the
veteran BORED GUARD, and a ROOKIE GUARD, fresh-faced -
monitor an array of screens. On their shoulders are patches
that read “C.A.B.”

The two climbers are on the screens, illuminated on the top
of the ridge. Very exposed. ON THE SCREEN, one climber looks
to his right...Then he BOLTS down the ridge.

Running as well as he can in crampons and snow at altitude.
His companion stares, frozen in terror..



INT. BORDER PATROL STATION - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS

BORED GUARD
..Jesus...

to Rookie Guard, with a(
nod)

Warning.

Rookie Guard puts his hand around a trigger in front of him
and fires.

On the screen, the shots go into the steep ground under the
climber - but it crumbles: He turns and tries to grab at
snow and rock, crampons skittering in futility against the
scorched rock face.

The other climber pounces forward to help... but no.

The man falls with the broken rock, his muffled yell
silenced as he bounces off the steep cliff and disappears
into the darkness.

Bored Guard puts his head down, more frustrated than
anything.

BORED GUARD (cont'd)
to the terror-stricken(
climber)

What about you?

On the screen, the remaining climber - a muddle of grief and
fear -  scrambles and disappears back over the ridge. A
stifled silence settles.

Rookie Guard is ashen-faced, frozen.

BORED GUARD (cont'd)
Ain’t your fault, kid. He shouldn’t
a’ run.

He turns to an empty part of the desk - a screen
materializes in front of him, with a form on it. Across the
top is a header: "UNITED CANADIAN-AMERICAN TERRITORIES
BORDER SECURITY - INCIDENT REPORT"

He grabs two joysticks with finger-sensors on them and
starts “typing.”

EXT. A MOUNTAIN RANGE - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS

On the ridge, the lights from the drones fade out..

END TEASER
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FADE TO:

EXT. NEW GEORGE - DAY

A lush, beautiful metropolitan area that sits beyond the
mountains, on a gorgeous bay.

INT. LIA’S HOME - NEW GEORGE

MAYA, a gorgeous ten-month old, sits on the floor of a sleek
living room, surrounded by gauges and screens. On one of
them is a display of a live farm. She laughs and points,
looking up at someone.

MAYA
pointing to the display( )

Moo!

LIA (O.S.)
That’s right!

LIA POWELL, 29 - confident and fit - sits at a bar stool in
the beautiful kitchen area.

She’s drinking coffee and watching a NEWS REPORT that hovers
in front of her: drone footage of the mountainous area
playing under a lower-third:

"Terrorist Killed Trying to Enter Columbia."

Her view is interrupted by an "INCOMING CALL" alert:

VOICE
from the screen( )

Someone you have blocked is leaving
a message. You may speak to
interrupt.

Lia stares at it, suddenly tense...then, ROBERT EDGAR's face
appears as he leaves a message.

ROBERT
hovering in Lia's field(
of view)

So I imagine you're ignoring me.
This is important though, so could
you call me back please? Don't know
if you saw the news but everyone's
asking for a statement and I just
wanted to get your input before I
say anything.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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I know you're pissed off, but I
ROBERT (cont'd)

could really use your help, OK?
Thanks.

She watches his face blink out of existence, takes a breath,
then stands up and gathers her things.

Nearby, ADELE - a YOUNG NANNY - wipes the counter and puts
dishes away.

LIA
I’m leaving, Dell.

ADELE
Is there anything else you need?

LIA
No, thanks. You feeling good?

In reply, Adele displays a series of tiny gauges in Lia's
field of view: hunger, thirst, energy, brain, etc...too many
to see in one viewing. All are full.

LIA (cont'd)
Take her to the park today, would
you?

ADELE
Of course.

Adele stands and moves toward the baby. Her movements are
natural and human-esque, and we're still not convinced she's
an android.

Lia picks up Maya and kisses her. Maya squirms, wanting to
go back to the farm. Lia puts her down and heads out.

FADE TO:

EXT. NEW GEORGE TRAIN STATION - DAY

Lia stands with other commuters on the platform of a
beautiful commuter-rail station, all polished and shiny. The
skyscrapers of the city gleam in the distance.

The platform edge bumps up against a thick, translucent
tube, covering a single rail.

On a wall of the station, a holographic billboard plays an
animated ad:

(CONTINUED)
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A picture of a happy, wealthy citizen, next to a picture of
a dirty, slightly-darker-skinned person:

“AVOID TRAVEL TO THE VALLEY,” says the caption in ominous
font.

The train arrives, “floating” above the tracks, inside the
tube. It settles down and the tube recedes.

Lia moves in and finds a seat. The tube spirals back up and
over, and after a beat, the magnetic-levitation train rises
and shoots off in the tube, toward the gleaming skyscrapers.

INT. TRAIN - DAY

If Apple designed a commuter train, this would be it.

Lia sits in the full-but-spacious car, looking around at the
well-dressed people. Most stare straight ahead, seeing
things only they can see, oblivious to anything around them.

Several other people talk quietly to themselves, engrossed
in a seemingly one-sided conversation.

Lia looks up at a moving ad touting the revolutionary safety
features of The Phone3:

“The Phone3. Safe. Secure. Yours.” Smiling people with their
heads-up-displays visible appear - laughing, drinking,
having fun. Lia watches it, hiding her disdain - then, she
turns her attention to her fellow passengers.

As she scans the faces, her HEADS-UP-DISPLAY appears.
Commands scan past her vision and she settles on one:

"PRIMARY 4 ACCESS: USER DIAGNOSTICS"

...as one-by-one each person's face gets highlighted...with
their name, address, number, etc, appearing beside them. She
looks at every person face - specifically checking the
"VERSION CHECK," which is highlighted next to each person's
head in Lia's view.

With one exception - that of a STOOPED OLD MAN - each
person's version is 3.0. Lia sits back in satisfaction as
the info disappears.

DISSOLVE TO:
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INT. JON’S APARTMENT - LA PUERTA - DAY

In a small, old, but tidy apartment, an alarm clock - Radio
Shack ca. 1978 - emits a piercing buzz as it changes to 7
AM.

A hand hits it and withdraws, then a body moves out of the
bed next to the clock.

JON KESHER - early 30's, vaguely-Middle-Eastern, with shaded
features and a fiery face - arises from a deep sleep. He
does not want to go to work today.

Shirtless, he stands up and walks through the small space.
In the spartan kitchenette, he opens a mostly-empty cabinet
and pulls out some dog food.

JON
emptying it into dish on(
the floor)

Leila!

The excited rattle of a collar-tag sounds as an undersized
Bernese Mountain Dog comes bounding from under the bed to
the food as Jon goes to the small, standalone shower - next
to the kitchenette - and turns it on.

EXT. JON’S APARTMENT - LA PUERTA - DAY

Jon exits his apartment building - a tidy housing project -
and walks down the immaculate and cramped streets of LA
PUERTA.

He rounds a corner and finds TWO GUARDS picking up a PASSED
OUT HOMELESS PERSON. The guards are methodical and silent as
they clear the man from the street.

Jon ignores it and heads toward an overground subway station
and a sign marked "TRAM."

INT. TRAIN - THE VALLEY

In an older-model magnetic-levitation train - as run-down as
the other was sleek - Jon sits among other shabby, worker-
looking people. A melting pot of races and ethnicities, all
tired and worn.

Some read newspapers, others listen to small cassette-like
music players. Jon reads a news ticker that runs along the
train’s wall:

IMMIGRANT WORKER DIES IN FALL TRYING TO SNEAK INTO COLUMBIA

(CONTINUED)
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He grimaces and shakes his head.

Across from him sits SHEN KUO, Han Chinese, 60-ish but
ageless, with sharp features and blue eyes. He stares at
Jon.

The train pulls into another stop and a crowd shuffles on.

Jon scans the faces and then sees DONOVAN, 45 and big. They
lock eyes and Donovan pushes through toward him.

DONOVAN
Mornin'.

JON
Yup.

DONOVAN
Where were you last night? I tried
to call.

JON
I went climbing.

DONOVAN
Damn man, in the dark?

JON
One of the miners snagged me a
headlamp. It worked well enough.

DONOVAN
You gonna kill yourself with that
shit someday.

Jon shrugs and looks at the ticker, giving details of the
border incident.

JON
You believe that? They killed
another one.

DONOVAN
Says he fell.

JON
Bullshit. The drones got him. Come
on.

DONOVAN
Well, guys can't be trying to sneak
over the border, ya know?

(CONTINUED)
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No response as Jon idly looks around the train. His eyes
land on Shen, who locks his gaze...

Then: Jon's face grimaces as his vision goes...funny...

Random images FLASH in front of him, visible only to him: a
vast plain...a river...a computer array in a large field -
quick snippets, gone as soon as they appear.

He shakes his head to clear the images, and they're gone in
an instant. He looks over at Shen, who sits, eyes down, calm
and disinterested.

DONOVAN (cont'd)
noticing( )

Hey, you OK?

JON
swimmy( )

Yeah. Just...should have slept
more, ya know?

Shen subtly lifts his eyes up as Jon tries to put the
sensation out of his head.

INT. THINC OFFICES - MONITORING LAB

PRAJ - 22, dark-skinned and calm - and DAMIAN - his non-
identical “twin,” wonky and neurotic - sit at workstations,
in emergency mode.

In front of them looms a giant, holographic map of the
region, overlaid with swirls of color representing internet
activity.

The landmass is recognizable as the Northwestern quadrant of
North America. Every square mile of land in the entire
country is labeled and monitored.

One region in particular - about where Calgary is today - is
labeled “La Puerta.” Right now it’s obscured by a big, red,
swirling dot.

Damian “types” at a virtual display - both hands motioning
over a panel. He's a little frantic.

Suddenly: the dot retreats, leaving a normal activity
reading - almost non-existent.

Damian pauses: What the...?

DAMIAN
How is that even possible?

(CONTINUED)
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PRAJ
neutral( )

It’s not.

DAMIAN
Should we call her?

Praj nods.

INT. COLUMBIA CENTRAL HOSPITAL - NEW GEORGE

Lia walks with purpose into the spacious glass lobby of the
hospital.

She stops and takes a look around - in her view, a
holographic directory appears with instructions. It slowly
grows into a map of the entire hospital.

Then, the map speaks to her:

VOICE (V.O.)
Good morning, Lia. How can we
direct you?

LIA
Rose Monroe?

The hologram highlights where to go:

VOICE (V.O.)
Room 3204, elevators to your right.

Lia turns toward the elevators and the hologram disappears.

INT. COLUMBIA CENTRAL HOSPITAL - MATERNITY WARD

Lia walks off the elevator and heads toward a holographic
arrow: "3204 THIS WAY"

Just then - her field of view is filled by an alert:

"PRAJ IS CALLING"

Lia moves off to the side and sits on a window sill, then
speaks.

LIA
Hey, what’s up? I’m on my way in,
just making a quick stop.

INTERCUT with Praj in the Lab:

(CONTINUED)
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PRAJ
Sorry to bother you, but we’ve had
some weird activity in La Puerta.

LIA
Did you get an address?

PRAJ
There kind of...isn’t one...

In her view appears a replay of what Praj and Damian saw.
She examines it.

LIA
That’s gotta be an error. You sure
it’s not a monitor glitch?

PRAJ
Yeah.

LIA
But it’s gone now?

DAMIAN (O.C.)
Yes.

LIA
Ok, I'll be in soon.

PRAJ
OK.

The "call" disconnects. The arrow toward room 3204 appears
again and she follows it.

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - CONTINUOUS

She pokes her head in and smiles:

In the spacious room, ROSE MONROE, 28, sits in bed, holding
a newborn. Rose smiles back when she sees Lia.

ROSE
Hi!!

LIA
barely containing her(
happiness)

Oh, let me see him...

Lia heads over and fawns over the newborn, picking him up
with care.

(CONTINUED)
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LIA (cont'd)
Oh, I miss this age...they're so
LITTLE!

LIA (cont'd)
cooing over the baby( )

This guy's getting his phone today
right?

ROSE
nervous( )

Yeah.

LIA
Wait, are you nervous?

ROSE
Well yeah.. of course.

LIA
There's no reason to be, you know
that.

ROSE
I just keep hearing these horror
stories of bad hardware causing
disabilities..

LIA
But that's like, point-oh-two
percent of the population. Think
about how many they do per day, you
know? Are you getting the upgrade?

ROSE
I don't think so.

LIA
Aww...why?

ROSE
hiding her irritation( )

It's expensive, Lia. We don't all
work for Thinc.

Lia's face drops in guilt, but they are interrupted by the
arrival of DR. ROBERT.

DR. ROBERT
Hello there, and how are we today?
All ready?

He reaches out for the baby and Lia hands him over. 

(CONTINUED)
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DR. ROBERT (cont'd)
I'm going to take him to prep, but
while I'm gone I'd like you to
watch this short primer on the
implant and your options, mmm'k?

ROSE
Sure.

DR. ROBERT
Great...

pointing at a blank spot(
in the wall)

Just take a look over there.

He leaves with the sleeping infant.

A holographic video appears in front of the spot on the
wall.

LIA
They're still showing this video??

They settle back to watch:

It's a slick, well-produced and cheesy infomercial,
welcoming us to the world of life with a Phone. Soothing,
inspirational music plays as A NARRATOR appears and
addresses Rose.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Hi Rose, congratulations on the
birth of your son! I'm sure you and
Julio are ecstatic at the new
addition to your family. Since this
is your first child, there are
several things you should be aware
of regarding the Nano-Biophonetic
Implant, by TransHumanics
Incorporated. What you know of as a
"Phone."

A holographic child appears, cradled by beautiful hands. The
hands gently place the baby onto what looks like an MRI
table, which then slides into a small chamber...

NARRATOR
Your child will be placed into our
state-of-the-art e-HANCEment
chamber, where the surgical team
will get a map of his current brain
structure.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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The system will arrange it so that
NARRATOR (cont'd)

every last nanoparticle will be in
the right place for your happy
little boy.

The image morphs into a depiction of several thousand hair-
thin needles descending onto the child's head.

NARRATOR (cont'd)
Then, guided by our skilled
physicians, the chamber will
enhance your child's system with
the implant YOU have chosen. We use
only the finest graphene
materials - locally harvested - to
create a customized enhancement for
your baby. The whole process is
over in just fifteen minutes, and
he'll be sleeping peacefully the
whole time.

A menu appears:

CU ON INSERT:

"TIER 1: Basic connectivity.

NARRATOR (cont'd)
Our base model is government-issued
to ALL citizens, and will provide
everything you need to live a long
and prosperous life in Columbia.

INSERT:

"Tier 2: Enhanced connectivity.

"Tier 3: Superior Connectivity.

NARRATOR (cont'd)
But there are other options for
purchase, and if you choose to
upgrade, your son will be instantly
ahead of his age group. We're also
running a special this week: for
any purchase Tier 2 and above, we
guarantee mastery of at least five
advanced skills by the time he's
ten years old.

The narrator appears again.

(CONTINUED)
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NARRATOR (cont'd)
Now, Rose. Do you have any
questions?

ROSE
No, thanks.

NARRATOR
Wonderful. Now your doctor will be
back in just a moment to go over
the final details. Congratulations
again!

The image fades out of existence. Rose is nervous but
resigned.

ROSE
They really know a lot about me.

LIA
Yeah, that's the point.

ROSE
I've never thought of that..

LIA
Most people don't. Listen...let me
get you a Tier two upgrade.

ROSE
No, Lia. Julio would kill me...you
can't keep giving us stuff!

LIA
I didn't mean it like that...
Please? I want to - he's gonna be
my godson so just let me get him a
birthday gift. I get a good
discount.

Rose is about to continue the argument, but Lia's sincere
look persuades her. She gives a curt nod..

ROSE
Just make sure Julio knows this was
all YOUR idea.

LIA
You have my word. He'll be
ecstatic, you'll see.

a grin( )
Besides, I can't have Maya's future
husband be a basic.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE
laughing but shocked( )

That's terrible.. Julio's a basic,
you know..

LIA
racist-not-racist( )

I know.

ROSE
You're terrible.

They're interrupted by the Doctor returning.

DR. ROBERT
Hellohello...so, have we decided on
which tier we'll be getting today
for the little one?

LIA
He's getting Tier two - and please
put it on my account.

They look at each other and communicate silently for a quick
beat as Lia transfers her information to him.

DR. ROBERT
Very well, Dr. Powell.

to Rose( )
Congratulations! We're all ready
now, and we like one of the parents
to be the first to connect, so
would you come with me?

Rose gets out of bed and Lia hugs her.

LIA
I gotta go. Say hi to Julio and let
me know when you're home. We'll get
the kids connected soon.

ROSE
gratitude in her eyes,(
almost tears)

Thank you so much.

Lia smiles and heads toward the elevators.

FADE TO:
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EXT. THE PITS - TRAIN STATION - DAY

Jon’s train stops at the open-air station, dwarfed by a
massive, snow-capped mountain. A series of stairs and
escalators descend from the station, down to a large, maze-
like village.

As Jon and Donovan exit, a gargantuan digital ad floods the
train with light.

A picture of two happy parents with a smiling baby.
Underneath the photo:

“A BETTER LIFE IS NEAR. FROM THINC.”

Before he steps onto the escalator, Jon takes a wistful look
at the top of the mountain, jutting impossibly high into the
clouds.

He and Don join the queue for security screening - the crowd
walks under a glowing archway, then descends into a
courtyard

Jon is carried along toward the dusty bustle of the village.

EXT. THE PITS - VILLAGE

It’s cramped. An outdoor mall in a large field, dwarfed by a
massive mountain face.

Small shops sell all kinds of stuff. In a food court with a
bar and communal tables, some TVs play highlights from an
ice hockey game.

Built into the base of the mountain is a large terminal,
with a huge sign marked WELCOME TO COLUMBIA.

JON
to Don( )

I'm just gonna grab some coffee
before the tram leaves.

A loudspeaker sounds:

SUPERVISOR (O.S.)
Attention ladies and gentlemen -
due to track work, we're
experiencing severe delays with the
border-entry trams. Please stand
by.

(CONTINUED)
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DONOVAN
to Jon( )

Sounds like you can take your time.

Jon's shoulders slump as he walks over to stand in line for
coffee.

Shen perches nearby, watching him.

Jon grabs a cup and walks over to sit down at a table with
his paper - Shen follows, unobtrusive.

INT. THINC OFFICES - MONITORING LAB - DAY

Praj and Damian show a concerned Lia the earlier readout
from the Valley - the spikes of activity are visible as red
splotches.

LIA
You sure it’s not the monitor?

DAMIAN
It is not the monitor.

LIA
It has to be. It’s not a Cabbie, is
it? Who else can log on out there?

Praj and Damian exchange a glance and give Lia a knowing
look.

LIA (cont'd)
shaking her head( )

It’s not the Unknown. We'd know if
this was a hack.

DAMIAN
This is a perfect simulation of a
connection from a knockoff phone.

LIA
They’re not good enough anymore,
trust me.

DAMIAN
Perhaps their infrastructure has
improved? The Valley network is
young, we don’t know...

PRAJ
It’s really something we should...

(CONTINUED)
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LIA
snaps( )

It’s NOT the Unknown, OK?!? That’s
not the way we work!

Lia freezes, realizing what she’s said. The twins clam up,
chastened but understanding.

LIA (cont'd)
I mean...that's not the way they
work.

rubbing her eyes( )
Sorry...Maya didn’t sleep. Don’t
ever have kids.

PRAJ
I won’t.

DAMIAN
Oh, I finished that circadian
regulation app, Lia. We figured out
why they are turned around after
birth, and it turns out...

LIA
Later. Please.

DAMIAN
quickly contrite( )

I am sorry.

LIA
a deep breath( )

Look, any hack has a purpose with
those guys - if this was the
Unknown, people would be dead or
we’d see the failure. It wouldn’t
be just some... thing trying to
connect.

PRAJ
We know, but whatever this is, it
wasn’t trying to connect, it did
connect. It just didn’t do
anything.

LIA
But nothing’s different, right?
Anyone hurt?

PRAJ
Not yet.

Lia, unconvinced, shakes her head and walks out.

CONTINUED:
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EXT. THE PITS - VILLAGE

Jon sits, reading a crumbling copy of "The Trouble With
Being Born" by E. M. Cioran.

CU On the page: “I have decided not to oppose anyone ever
again, since I have noticed that I always end by resembling
my latest enemy.”

The loudspeaker breaks his concentration...

SUPERVISOR (V.O.)
We are still experiencing technical
delays. Thank you for your
patience. Please remember that you
are not clocked in until you exit
the tram across the border.

DONOVAN
exasperated( )

Goddamn thieves. Course they're not
gonna pay us for their screw-ups.

Jon nods in agreement, then goes back to reading.

DONOVAN (cont'd)
What ya got there?

JON
waving the book( )

Some old book. I found it
yesterday, near the cliffs.

DONOVAN
Looks like some bullshit to me..

JON
Yeah, probably..

He looks down at the page:

CU: To look without understanding—that is paradise. Hell,
then, would be the place where we understand, where we
understand too much.

Jon lowers the book and stretches his neck.

He looks around. Shen - the mysterious man from the train - 
sits nearby, in a kind of meditative trance. Jon, puzzled,
starts to ask Donovan about it when the loudspeaker cackles
to life:

(CONTINUED)
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SUPERVISOR
Attention: tram operation has been
restored. All please head to
boarding for security checks. "A"
workers have priority.

Jon and Donovan stand up... but suddenly, from behind them:

RINGLEADER (O.C.)
You heard me. How’d you get in
here, huh?

They turn to see Shen, cornered by THREE MEN, all large, all
menacing. The largest one - the RINGLEADER - puffs his
chest.

Shen stands, placating, calm and unafraid. His English has a
hint of a Chinese accent.

SHEN
I was born here. I don’t want
trouble.

RINGLEADER
The hell you were! What’s with that
accent? Don’t bullshit me man..

Jon and Donovan exchange a glance, then Jon speaks up.

JON
exasperated( )

Guys, leave him alone.

The Ringleader turns around.

RINGLEADER
Why don’t you just mind your
fucking business?

Jon and Donovan approach, ready.

JON
This is my business asshole, ‘cause
I’m standing here. And if you start
causing a scene the Cabbies’ll show
up and we’re all fucked. So leave
him alone and go take up space
somewhere else!

He comes up eye to eye with the Ringleader, who stands firm.
A tense beat as neither man gives in..

And FLASH! Jon’s senses EXPLODE with a billion images -
pictures and sounds from all over the world.

(CONTINUED)
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It’s as if the entire history, culture, media and people of
the planet becomes visible to him. All at once.

He drops to a knee, clutching his temples, in pain.

QUICK CUT TO:

INT. THINC OFFICES - MONITORING LAB

PRAJ
There it is again!

As before, Damien and Praj sit at their stations. A red
splotch appears from the Valley.

They look at each other, concerned and puzzled. The red
splotch disappears.

BACK TO:

EXT. THE PITS - THE MALL

Jon - reeling, on his knees - hears a voice in his head:

SHEN (V.O.)
whisper( )

He’s got a blade in his sleeve...

Suddenly, the sensation is gone. Prompted by the voice,
Jon - from the ground - glances at the Ringleader’s
sleeve...

And everything happens at once.

Jon sees the flash of steel and JUST rolls out of the way as
the Ringleader swipes at his face.

But before the man can swipe again...Shen SPRINGS forward
and - in an instant, with NO effort - disarms the
Ringleader.

A PIERCING SCREAM as Shen redirects the blade into
Ringleader’s shoulder.

One of the men jumps to engage Jon, but Jon counters and
gets a fist in his face before he can. The guy drops.

Then: A high WHOOSH of a plasma bolt being fired in the air:
FIVE CABBIES rush in to break it up.

The combatants are detained. Jon looks around for Shen -
he’s nowhere to be found.

(CONTINUED)
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Disappeared.

Jon sees Donovan, standing apart, and motions for him to get
away. Donovan obliges, slinking slowly into the crowd that
has gathered.

A STERN CAPTAIN walks over and takes a look at the
Ringleader moaning on the ground, the blade jutting out of
his shoulder.

STERN CAPTAIN
to Jon( )

So?

RINGLEADER
from the ground( )

The China guy!! He did this!!

Stern Captain is puzzled. He looks at Jon for an answer.

JON
These men were giving another
worker trouble, sir. We just tried
to help him.

STERN CAPTAIN
Oh? And where is this worker?

Jon looks around, nervous.

STERN CAPTAIN (cont'd)
You do know what happens to people
who engage in violence, right?

JON
Yes sir, but I didn’t do anyth...

STERN CAPTAIN
Shut up. Goddamn, you people..

He shakes his head, motions to the guards and walks off. Two
Cabbies move to Jon and march him toward the exit, as two
others pull the Ringleader roughly up off the ground.

JON
protesting( )

Wait, please..!

He catches eyes with Donovan, who silently implores him not
to resist. Jon forces himself to calm down.

CONTINUED:
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INT. THINC OFFICES - BOARD ROOM - DAY

A well-appointed meeting room - the UN Security Council
meets the Chambers of the Jedi High Council. A large group
of important-looking people at a horseshoe table.

PAMELA NISKANEN, 62, the CEO - a lioness - sits at the
center of the horseshoe in a massive chair, lording over the
meeting.

Lia sits in one of the seats, listening to the proceedings,
as JOEL MURPHY, 55 and round, holds forth.

MURPHY
incensed( )

...We will save trillions by making
the switch now! This idea that
we're responsible for all these
immigrants is making us bankrupt!

PAMELA
Like it or not, Joel, that's the
deal. We run the Valley, and the
government gets its peace. The
Administration is convinced that if
we start replacing workers with the
Apps, there'll be an uprising, and
we risk losing the contract
completely.

MURPHY
Well what's the point of the
contract if it's costing us money?

PAMELA
Are you kidding? We have a deal
with the government. Don't you
understand the protection that
gives us?

MURPHY
I'm just saying - the latest
version of the app is far superior
to any human worker. Berg here will
tell you that the security concerns
are growing - and the workers are
getting complacent! It's just
inefficient!

(CONTINUED)
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PAMELA
If it makes the Senate and Central
happy to know that they're not
going to have to worry about twelve
million suddenly-out-of-work
immigrants, I'm willing to let the
apps sit in storage for now.
Elections are just around the
corner - who knows what will
happen?

Just then, Lia gets a “call” - she turns her head away and
whispers to the unseen caller.

LIA
harsh whisper( )

What? I’m in a meeting.

PRAJ (O.S.)
in her head( )

I’m sorry it...it happened again.
Something connected - in the pits.

Lia’s face drops, concerned. Pamela looks over at her.

PAMELA
Lia? Is there something you need to
tell us?

Lia looks up, regaining her composure.

LIA
No, Pamela - everything’s fine.

back to Praj( )
Talk later - just keep tabs on it.

PRAJ (O.S.)
But Lia, it’s gone...

Lia severs the connection as Murphy brings some charts up
for the room to see.

INT. THE PITS - DETENTION CENTER

Jon sits in an empty interrogation room. Scared, but
controlling it. The door opens and AGENT BYRON MATTHEWS
walks in - 45, reserved and quiet, meeting Jon's glare with
his own calm stare.

Without a word, Matthews brings up a holographic screen and
plays security footage of the incident.

(CONTINUED)
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Jon watches himself walk up to the Ringleader - but just as
Shen is about to make his move, the picture goes dead.

LIEUTENANT WALT BARBER - 55 and grizzled, Mike from Breaking
Bad - appears on the screen.

Matthews stands off to the side as Barber speaks to Jon. His
voice pipes in through speakers in the ceiling.

BARBER
Well?

JON
Well what? It’s my fault your
camera died?

BARBER
Bullshit. You know it didn’t die.

JON
No, I don’t. I don’t know anything.
That guy tried to kill me and that
ninja or whatever stopped him. Then
he ran off. I don’t know anything
else.

BARBER
How’d you hack into the cameras,
Jon?

At the word “hack” Jon starts. His panic rises.

JON
I didn’t hack anything! I don’t
play with that stuff! You see any
wires on me?? Any incisions?? How
could I get the implant, huh? I’m
not a hacker, I promise!

Barber looks at him intently. Jon holds his eyes, sincere.

Matthews snickers. He looks up at the screen while he and
Barber have a silent conversation. Jon tries to fight his
rising panic.

BARBER
out loud, to Matthews( )

Yeah, good point.
to Jon( )

Look. We just want to figure out
what’s going on. Your Asian friend
seems to have disappeared...

(CONTINUED)
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JON
interrupting, frantic( )

He's not my friend, I don’t even
know him..

BARBER
...we know, we know. Ok? Calm down.
We believe you. But this guy is
dangerous and I’m sayin’ that if
you see him again, you need to tell
us. Got it?

Jon nods, wary - he might be off the hook.

BARBER (cont'd)
Now the bad news is, we got rules
in the pits, and you broke them.
You hit a fellow worker, so we have
to fine you. One-week suspension.

JON
jumping up in shock( )

WHAT?? But HE...AHHH!

A crackle as he's painfully put down by the taser-cuffs that
bind him to the chair. Jon slumps back down..

MATTHEWS
Mr. Kesher I advise you to not
protest any more. All actions have
consequences and you’re getting off
easy.

JON
Easy??...

BARBER
Think of it like a lesson, you
know? To stay out of other people’s
business. You’re a good worker,
Jon - spotless record, good
reviews. We take that all into
consideration. Just serve your time
and keep working hard. OK? You’ll
get through this.

Jon glares at both of them, but holds his tongue.

BARBER (cont'd)
You can go.

Jon hesitates, then feels the taser release. He stands,
slowly.. then stalks out, away from the smirks of Barber and
Matthews.

CONTINUED:
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INT. THINC OFFICES - BOARD ROOM

Murphy is finishing his presentation.

MURPHY
...and we don’t see any reason to
halt our expansion into Australia.
We’ve had no response from the
Kingdom, so this is the best
option.

PAMELA
And what’s the regulatory
atmosphere like?

MURPHY
There is still some resistance to
our plan, but we have enough
allies. I would say there is reason
for optimism.

PAMELA
Wonderful! OK...

to Lia( )
Lia? The update?

Lia smiles and stands. She begins her report as we:

CUT TO:

EXT. THE VALLEY - DAY

Jon sits sulking on his train, watching the countryside fly
by.

The dry dustiness gives way to green fields, and the hills
start to grow as the train ascends deeper into the
mountains.

LIA (V.O.)
Well the new version has been a
hit, and the network is running
without a glitch. We’ve had a
record number of downloads,
especially among those thirty and
under. Pretty much everyone on the
train this morning was running the
updated version.
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EXT. FRONT RANGE TRAIN STATION - DAY

As she continues in VO, we see an open air platform in the
midst of a small mountain outpost.

Jon exits with others onto the broad main street and
breathes the deep, cold air.

LIA (V.O.)
As for security, we’ve never been
safer. There are still some issues
with the new extension for the
network in the Valley’s, but Jonas
can tell you more about that since
it’s being handled by his team.

Jutting high into the air above Jon, the mountains loom,
imposing. A cloud swirls at the top of the nearest peak.

Closer to the village, a long, jagged cliff juts up from the
hilly ground, hundreds of feet high.

Jon sits down and pulls some warmer, dumpy clothing out of
his bag.

LIA (V.O.) (cont'd)
Still, with most of the Unknown
leadership in custody and the new
version’s security, we have a very
low likelihood of any hacks here.

EXT. THE VALLEY - FRONT RANGE - DAY

In the late-afternoon sun, Jon climbs with confident, fluid
moves. One slip and he’s dead - but he’s not gonna slip.

LIA (V.O.)
Since the arrests, we’ve seen
twelve straight months of decreased
Unknown activity, and I think it’s
safe to say that our network has
never been more secure.

His face betrays his calm and joy. It’s just him and the
rock.

At least for now, he’s at peace.

DISSOLVE TO:
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INT. THINC OFFICES - BOARD ROOM - DAY

Lia finishes her report and sits. Smiles all around.

PAMELA
Great. Thank you.

to the room( )
Speaking of Jonas, he has an
announcement.

She turns to the mans seated next to her: JONAS BERG - 45,
diminutive and slightly nebbishy. Blonde hair but DARK eyes.
A vaguely Scandinavian accent.

BERG
Yes. Ladies and gentlemen, with the
release of the update, and despite
Ms. Powell's optimism, there is the
possibility of an uptick in hack
attempts. New versions are always
susceptible and we must do all we
can to be vigilant. To that end,
and in consultations with the
Bureau, we are requiring that all
personnel with P4 access and higher
keep their network monitors running
at all times...

He continues as murmurs of dissent start to rise...

BERG (cont'd)
...at ALL TIMES. Your connections
and access to those around you will
be used as waypoints for us to
monitor the citizenry more closely,
until we have deemed it safe.

INDIGNANT SUIT
How long will THAT be??

BERG
stone( )

We estimate about two weeks to a
month.

An outburst.

INDIGNANT SUIT
A MONTH of spying on EVERYTHING
people do??

The room grows louder as people voice their displeasure.
Pamela bangs on the desk.

(CONTINUED)
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PAMELA
People! This is not an easy
decision. I know it’s going to be
rough but the government has
requested it, and Jonas and his
team have decided it’s necessary.
OK? That’s it. Tell your teams. All
P4’s. And we’ll know if you don’t.
Any objections, keep ‘em to
yourself. We’re adjourned.

Everyone rises and leaves in a huff. Lia stays behind,
holding Pamela’s eyes. Berg remains as well.

PAMELA (cont'd)
after everyone has left( )

How did I know that you’d have more
to say?

LIA
I don’t know what he’s told you,
but we have nothing to worry about.
Why do we need to do this?  Just
because we have access to citizens
doesn’t mean we should be using it
like this.

PAMELA
It’s decided, Lia. And from what I
hear, things are a bit more fragile
than you say.

Lia looks at Berg, whose face is unchanged.

LIA
What?

BERG
Have you figured out the Valley
anomaly yet?

LIA
taken aback, treading(
softly)

That..is not a concern.. as
evidenced by the fact that I have
not brought it up. If there were
something to report, I would report
it.

PAMELA
Well Jonas brought it up for you.
What is it?

(CONTINUED)
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LIA
We don’t know yet...but there is no
danger. I’m sure of it.

to Berg( )
And what are you doing in my
office, anyway??

PAMELA
Every office is his office, OK? As
‘sure of it’ as you may be, you
don’t know. Until you find out what
it is, we need to use all our
resources to keep people safe. All
of us.

LIA
And I suppose you both will be
acting as waypoints too, huh?

Berg cracks a hint of a smile.

PAMELA
Careful, Lia. You’re not as
irreplaceable as you think.

Lia’s jaw tightens. Pamela nods toward the door, not getting
up. Berg keeps his neutral face on.

Lia seethes, but takes the dismissal with dignity and walks
out at a normal pace.

FADE TO:

EXT. LA PUERTA - STREET - NIGHT

Jon walks through the grunge and arrives at his housing
project.

Shen - from the shadows - watches him enter.

INT. JON’S APARTMENT - LA PUERTA

He moves into his cramped-but-tidy two room apartment,
barely furnished: a small bed, square table with a chair,
kitchenette, etc.

JON
Leila?

Leila whines and comes bounding out from under the bed. Jon
pulls her up and pets her.

(CONTINUED)
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ALISA (O.S.)
You’re home late...

He snaps his head up: in the doorway to the other room
stands ALISA BOLLING, dark-skinned, sexy and stunning,
wearing very little.

She walks over to him and puts her arms around him.

ALISA
Donovan told me what happened. What
did they say?

JON
One week suspension.

ALISA
Shit...what are you going to do?

JON
Nothing else to do.

She pushes herself against him but he moves away, not in the
mood for what she’s offering.

ALISA
I been waiting a while, you know.

JON
Sorry.

Exasperated, she gives up and walks into the other room
while he sets some water to boil on a small hob.

She comes out, wrapped in her coat. Jon stands, morose,
stirring some instant food as she walks to the door.

JON (cont'd)
Maybe it's good. I'll get some
climbing in.

ALISA
resigned( )

So you're gonna go away?

JON
I don't know. Maybe..

She starts out. Jon stops her..

JON (cont'd)
Alisa..I’m sorry.

She turns back.

(CONTINUED)
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JON (cont'd)
It’s just been a bad day. If I go,
it'll only be for a day or two, OK?

Alisa smiles reassuringly and walks over to him. She gives
him a gentle kiss, then leaves.

Jon looks down at Leila who sits at attention, ready to be
fed.

He spoons a small bit of the food out onto a plate and puts
it down for her - she gobbles it up in one bite and looks up
for more, but Jon shakes his head sadly.

He takes his portion and turns on a small, dingy old-school
TV.

PRESIDENT LYNNE TREMBLAY, 66 and Presidential, appears on
screen, in the middle of a press conference.

LOWER THIRD on the screen:

IMMIGRANT DIES IN BORDER INCIDENT

TREMBLAY
Of course it’s a tragedy, but we
urge any non-citizens who wish to
enter Columbia to refrain from
these acts and apply for
citizenship through the proper
channels.

Jon watches with growing anger.

REPORTER
Madame President, what do you say
to people in the Valley who feel
they have no other choices? Who
think that the rules for
Citizenship are too strict and
impossible to navigate?

TREMBLAY
I would say that those rules are in
place for a reason. Look, our
territories have always maintained
an open-door policy. Hundreds of
people cross our border into the
Valley every day, and they’re
welcome there...

CONTINUED:
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INT. LIA’S HOME - NIGHT

Lia watches the same report on a massive display in her
palatial apartment.

Maya plays with her holographic farm on the floor in front
of her.

TREMBLAY
...But our advanced resources in
Columbia are for citizens, and if
people want citizenship, they
should apply like everyone else.
Trying to scale the mountains and
sneak in is not the way.

Lia watches intently, conflicted. A “call” comes in - a
vibrating sound along with a female voice in her head:

VOICE
Someone you have blocked is leaving
a message. You may speak to
interrupt.

Lia watches as Robert's face appears again.

ROBERT
Hi...it’s me. Could you please pick
up?

Lia knows she’ll regret it, but she answers:

LIA
Yeah? What?

ROBERT EDGAR’s image appears, hovering in front of her. He’s
middle-aged, groomed.

ROBERT
sweet( )

Oh, hi.

LIA
What do you want?

ROBERT
Really? After so long? Why have you
been ignoring me?

LIA
You know why - what do you want? I
have no idea what happened at the
border, OK? There's nothing I can
say.

(CONTINUED)
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ROBERT
dramatic( )

Ah, OK. I just...I don't know - the
press is always wanting me to say
something, like I'm the government
go-to for security or something...

LIA
Ok, great. Anything else?

Robert smiles - a pause, then:

ROBERT
How's my daughter?

LIA
tight( )

She’s not your daughter.

ROBERT
Why do you always say that? I’ve
raised her as much as you have.

LIA
No. You haven’t.

ROBERT
You know, what’s wrong with you?
Why are you so snippy all the time?

LIA
I don’t know, Rob. You just bring
out my best, ya know?

ROBERT
under his breath( )

Impossible..

LIA
So why’d you call?? I can't help
you with your PR. What are we still
talking about?

ROBERT
I’m worried about you Lia.
And..frankly...I’m worried about
Maya.

LIA
Don’t start with that...

(CONTINUED)
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ROBERT
I just don’t know that growing up
with a workaholic mother is the
best thing for her.

LIA
raised voice( )

It doesn’t matter what you think
you know about anything with my
child, because she is NOT YOUR
DAUGHTER!

Maya starts to cry at the outburst.

ROBERT
the high road( )

See, this is what I’m talking
about. THIS is why I couldn’t stay,
and THIS is why you’re not a good
mother. Because you are a stubborn
hothead who doesn’t know what’s
good for her.

LIA
livid( )

I’m not a good moth....? You...

ROBERT
lecturing( )

You are IMMATURE, Lia. You can
attack me all you want, but I’m not
the one who ran away with a bunch
of criminals. I’m not the one who
got raped and pregnant and had to
come crawling back.

Maya’s cries grow louder. Lia - with tremendous willpower -
ignores Robert and goes to Maya.

ROBERT (cont'd)
Don’t hang up on me, we’re not...

His image disappears as Lia clutches Maya close.

LIA
I’m sorry...I’m so sorry.

She holds Maya, rocking her, as she stares at the screen.
Tremblay's press conference continues, but Lia doesn't
here - she stares off as we...

FADE TO:
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INT. AN UNDERGROUND BUNKER - NIGHT

TITLE: "TWO YEARS BEFORE"

Lia's eyes flutter open...a nasty gash runs down the side of
her face.

She wakes up as the world comes into focus. VOICES SOUND
nearby...[OLLIE and CLAUDE]

CLAUDE (O.S.)
...I mean, what the hell were you
thinking?!?

Lia sits up, suddenly alert...she's in a SMALL ROOM, on a
hard couch. Then the pain hits: she grasps her abdomen and
doubles over, forcing herself to focus.

The voices come in from the other side of the only door.

OLLIE (O.S.)
You weren't there. She was saying
all sorts of shit about leaving and
going home...I should have killed
her.

CLAUDE (O.S.)
Dude, they would have killed YOU!
You now how important she is? What
are we gonna do?

Lia looks around, frantic... She's in pain, but she fights
it and tries to plan an escape. The conversation outside
continues.

OLLIE
We need to move her back to her
bed - even if she remembers
anything, we can just deny it...
we'll say she drank too much or
something...

CLAUDE
Fine, come on. Before she wakes up.

Lia realizes they're about to come in the room...she spots
something and moves quickly.

The door opens. CLAUDE, mid 20's and slight and OLLIE, same
age but much larger - enter...and see an empty couch.

Both men have small wires running into their heads from a
tiny device that sits behind their ears.

(CONTINUED)
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CLAUDE (cont'd)
What the...where is she?

But he's cut off by a swift kick in his face. Claude drops
as Lia comes out from behind the door and quickly pulls the
wire out of his device. He instantly loses consciousness.

OLLIE
Jesus. What's wrong with you?? We
want to HELP you!

LIA
Help me?? That's what you call it?

OLLIE
gentle, placating( )

Lia - I know it got a bit out of
hand, but you were sounding nuts! I
just want to protect you from the
rest of them. It's not like we're
not together, you know?...I
mean..why did you resist so much??
I didn't meant to hurt you..

He's close, still talking - but Lia doesn't let him finish.
Her attack is swift, it catches Ollie off-guard.

But he fights back, gaining the advantage quickly.. Just as
Lia's about to be overpowered, she ducks a punch, rolls
backward and shuts her eyes, concentrating.

Ollie is STOPPED, frozen - his eyes lock in terror.

Suddenly, he turns around, swatting at imaginary things.

Lia runs out the door, leaving Ollie to fight whatever
terrors she uploaded into his imagination.

BACK TO:

INT. LIA’S HOME - NIGHT

Lia sits clutching Maya, remembering. The baby's cries
subside. On the screen, Tremblay’s press conference
continues:

TREMBLAY
...the Valley, like all
Administered Territories, is the
safest haven that the world has
seen since the Twenty, and all we
want to do is make sure we maintain
that.

CONTINUED:
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INT. JON’S APARTMENT - LA PUERTA - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS

TREMBLAY
...Before I conclude, I’d just like
to extend my sincere condolences to
the family of the victim..

Jon changes the channel and puts on an ice hockey game.

FADE TO:

EXT. THE VALLEY - FRONT RANGE - DAY

In the morning sun, Jon climbs on the massive cliffs. He
hears voices from above as he nears a huge ledge, growing
louder as he ascends.

LUKE (V.O.)
Jesus...I had no idea there'd be no
lines out here..

PETE (V.O.)
Don't you have that satellite link?

LUKE (V.O.)
Man, that's like thousands of
dollars just to connect, even more
if they have to come get you.

PETE (V.O.)
We won't need to call. A few hours
without a line won't kill us - I 
mean, more people should try it, ya
know? Relax.

Jon tops out at the ledge to find the TWO CLIMBERS, PETE, 23
and LUKE, 24. Fully decked out in climbing gear. Their hands
are covered in second-skin gloves.

Luke is clearly agitated - he jumps as he sees Jon.

LUKE
Hey!

JON
Are you guys lost?

PETE
No. Who are you?

JON
Jon.

(CONTINUED)
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The two take Jon in.

PETE
I’ve never met a Valley guy before.
Do you have a phone?

JON
humoring him( )

No.

PETE
amazed( )

Incredible..

JON
Wouldn't do me much good out here.

LUKE
They just opened up the network out
in La Puerta. Didn't you hear?

JON
I try to avoid that stuff..

Jon moves onto the ledge and sits down, tired.

JON (cont'd)
re: their gloves( )

What are those things?

LUKE
You never seen grimps?

Luke demonstrates - he ascends the cliff with ease - then
loosens his grip. The glove stays, suspending him.

LUKE (cont'd)
In case you fall, is all. I don’t
know how you climb without them.

PETE
Yeah, seems pretty stupid to me.

JON
dismissive( )

Seems like cheating to me.

Pete doesn't like this.

LUKE
So you just climbed up here without
anything?

(CONTINUED)
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JON
So you guys crossed the border just
to climb here?

PETE
Uh..yeah. Is that a problem?

JON
Just seems like a long way to come. 

Jon moves reaches into his bag and takes an unwrapped, grey
bar-of-something out.

He looks over to see Luke discarding a thin plastic sheath
off a fancy-looking energy bar.

Next to him, Pete takes off his grimps.

JON (cont'd)
re: the grimps( )

I’ll bet that poor guy who was
killed the other day coulda used
those things.

This lands hard.

PETE
aggressive( )

What’d you say?

LUKE
Easy, Pete.

PETE
“Poor guy?” He ain’t POOR, asshole.
He’s was a fuckin’ trespasser.

LUKE
to Jon( )

Excuse him.

PETE
No...what? He's the refugee! He
should THANK us!

Jon looks up, eye-to-eye with Pete. Suddenly, his vision
starts going...funny...the flashes begin. He tries to shake
them away,

PETE (cont'd)
If it wasn't for us, this whole
area would be a wasteland. They
should be happy they have what we
give them!

(CONTINUED)
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Jon stares Pete down, the flashes getting worse...

PETE (cont'd)
advancing( )

Oh, what - am I offending you?

Jon tenses, fighting the flashes, holding the stare with
Pete's angry eyes...then:

Simultaneously, Pete SCREAMS in agony and drops, and Jon’s
brain EXPLODES with images and sounds of Pete’s life:

His mother, his father, his girlfriend. He sees Pete getting
beat up by his father, getting into a car accident.

PETE (cont'd)
AAHHH!! What the fuck!??!

Jon grabs his head, frightened - then has a flash of
realization: I'm inside this man's brain...!

He wills the images from Pete's life to stop, and -
somehow - they halt..

Pete, on the ground, looks up at him, stricken. Jon is just
as surprised.

JON
concern( )

Hey, are you OK??

Luke runs over. Pete is unable to speak - frozen in pure
terror. Luke looks at him, then looks up at Jon, scared...

Jon looks back, just as scared. Luke starts connecting to
the emergency line..

JON (cont'd)
No, wait...I'm sorry....

LUKE
to the air( )

Help..we're over the border and
some guy here just attacked us,
or...something..

Decisive, Jon BOLTS off down the ledge.

LUKE (cont'd)
Hey! STOP!!

to the call( )
He's running away...I told you,
we're over the border...!

(CONTINUED)
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The voice recedes as Jon runs. He finds an exit gully and
disappears down, making a dangerous and hasty descent.

EXT. FRONT RANGE - DAY

POV of a binocular view of the scene from below...

WIDEN ON a field, with a view of the cliff - Shen stands,
watching...he disengages his binocular-lenses and his vision
returns to normal..

Grim, he turns and walks off, disturbed.

FADE TO:

INT. THINC OFFICES - MONITORING LAB

Damian and Prajat watch the monitors...Luke's voice sounds:

LUKE
...he said he was a local, that's
all. We need a rescue, yes, my
friend can barely speak..

They stop the recording and talk to Lia on the line:

DAMIAN
to Lia( )

It sounds like he was hacked.

LIA (V.O.)
That's impossible...

EXT. PLAYGROUND - NEW GEORGE

In a beautiful city playground, as Adele plays with Maya,
Lia stands to the side at a "phone booth" - basically a
camera in a kiosk that she's using as a selfie-cam.

LIA
They weren't logged in...how could
they have been hacked? You can't
just take over someone's body -
there's no peer-to-peer with the
civilian model, you know that.

PRAJ
Yes, but this is what it seems.
When they brought the young man in,
his synapses were quite jumbled.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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It took two hours of surgery to
PRAJ (cont'd)

repair..

LIA
Jesus.

DAMIAN
Could this be related to the
anomaly?

LIA
I have no idea.

Then - in Lia's field of view:

INSERT: "JONAS BERG REQUESTS TO INTERRUPT"

LIA (cont'd)
a sigh( )

Guys, I’ll call you back.

She switches over and Berg's face appears, hovering in front
of her:

BERG
Could this be your harmless
anomaly, Lia?

LIA
No, Jonas. There's no way. It
wasn't network related at all.

BERG
Well this kid's parents have
friends at Central. Agent Walter
Barber is investigating, so he's
going to call you. Give him
anything he needs.

LIA
sarcastic( )

Sir. Yes, sir.

Un-amused, Berg disconnects without another word.

Lia sighs and looks over at Maya, playing happily with
Adele. A quick smile at them - then, in her FIELD OF VIEW:

"AGENT WALTER BARBER CALLING"

Lia answers:

LIA (cont'd)
Agent Barber. How can I help?
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BARBER
Ms. Powell. I've been told to
contact you regarding the network
logs for the incident in the
Valley.

LIA
Yes, of course - but there was no
activity that we could see.
Whatever happened, it happened off-
network. The only connection was
made after the fact through the
satellite emergency.

BARBER
But this kid was hacked.

LIA
It's impossible, sir. They were in
a remote area with no coverage, as
you know. The victim must have
given someone peer-to-peer access
somehow.

Barber sighs, at a loss.

BARBER
OK, well I'd like our team to
analyze the activity anyway. No
offense, of course.

LIA
None taken. I'll send it over
immediately.

BARBER
Stupid kids shouldn't have been
there in the first place, you know?

Lia smiles.

LIA
Let me know if there's anything
else you need.

BARBER
Thanks.

The call disconnects and Lia moves back toward Maya and
Adele.

As she picks Maya up, a YOUNG MAN (ALEJANDRO) - early 20's
and a bear of a kid - watches her.
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One of his eyes seems to open wider than normal...and the
other one is shut, as if he's looking through a telescope.

Then from his POV: a telephoto, close-up view of Lia and
Maya. The picture freezes as Alejandro grabs a still.

Lia and Maya head off down the street, followed by Adele.

EXT. JON’S APARTMENT BUILDING - LA PUERTA - NIGHT

As dusk falls, Jon approaches his door, keeping a nervous
eye over his shoulder.

SHEN (O.S.)
Welcome home, Mr. Kesher...

Jon jumps as Shen materializes from the shadows.

SHEN
deferential and calm( )

I’m sorry to startle you.

Jon, on edge, stands his ground.

JON
Well how 'bout not jumping out of
the fucking shadows! How do you
know my name? Who are you??

SHEN
I know what happened out there...

Jon freezes.

JON
What do you mean?

SHEN
wary, urgent( )

Not here..come with me and I can
explain.

POV of a security camera as they stand there. Jon doesn't
move. He looks down the street to see ARMED SENTRIES
patrolling.

BACK TO Jon, weighing his options. Shen presses.

SHEN (cont'd)
Jon, please. I just want to help..
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JON
recoiling( )

No way man...I got suspended cause
of your help, so no thanks.

He starts to walk off...then:

SHEN (O.C.)
Do you remember your father?

JON
taken aback( )

What?

SHEN
Do you remember him?

JON
wary( )

No.

SHEN
I knew your father...we were
friends, of a kind. Do you know how
he died?

JON
hesitant( )

He was killed. I was a baby. One of
his patients or something..

SHEN
Your mother told you that?

JON
Yeah.

SHEN
Before she died?

Jon glares.

JON
Who the hell are you?

SHEN
Your father was a brilliant,
generous man, but he was proud. He
didn’t like when people tried to
tell him what to do. Does that
sound familiar to you?
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JON
sarcastic( )

Yeah, I get it, fine. He was my
Dad. Except I’m not brilliant.

SHEN
Yes, Jon. You are. Your father...
developed his own version of the
Columbian phone. An implant.
Similar to my knockoff, but much
more advanced, indistinguishable
from someone’s biology. That
implant is inside you. He injected
it into you before you were born
and then destroyed his formula to
keep them from getting it.

JON
Them who?

SHEN
We don't know. But they killed him
for it. And you need to learn how
to use it before someone else finds
out who you are. Before THEY find
out.

Jon listens, weighing his words.

SHEN (cont'd)
If you come with me, I can promise
you protection. If they find out
where you are - WHO you are - it's
over.

JON
What? What's over? Who cares if I
have some implant??

SHEN
I will explain, just please, come
with me. We've already been here
for too long...

Jon looks around - the Sentries still hang out on the
corner, not really interested..

JON
sudden, to the sentries( )

Hey!! Over here!! This guy's a
hacker!!

With complete silence, Shen DARTS away and vanishes. The
sentries come running up and stop Jon.
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JON (cont'd)
No, not ME! The Asian guy...he just
took off!

The sentries look around, and at each other - there's no
sign of Shen in the shadows.

JON (cont'd)
I'm telling you, he was right here!
He just bolted as soon as I yelled.

SENTRY 1
humoring him( )

Thank you sir. Can we just get your
information for the records?

JON
OK, but I'm not the one you're
after...

Jon shows the outside of his wrist - the Sentry looks at it
for a good beat as a small dot on Jon's wrist glows.

Sentry 1 looks up as if he just got an order to take some
action:

SENTRY 1
looking up( )

Thank you, Mr. Kesher. Please come
with us.

JON
What? No - that's the guy you
wanted...

SENTRY 1
Yes, we know. The Asian one.
Please, just this way Mr. Kesher.
I'd advise that you don't resist.

JON
being led away( )

God dammit...what the hell is wrong
with you people? HE'S the one! I
told that agent I would turn him in
and I did! What do you want with
me?!?

SENTRY 1
Please keep quiet now, Mr. Kesher.

With great difficulty - Jon holds it in and follows,
resigned.
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INT. LIA’S HOME - NIGHT

Lia sits playing with Maya - about to put her to sleep.

Then: "PRAJ IS CALLING"

LIA
Praj, this isn’t a good time.

INTERCUT LIA'S HOME and THINC LAB:

PRAJ
I just thought you should know -
Central brought in someone in the
Valley who was chatting with a
hacker...

Lia's view switches to security camera footage of Jon and
Shen chatting on the street.

Shen's face is clearly visible - Lia's eyes widen in
recognition.

DAMIAN
You know him?

LIA
No, no...but he looks the part,
doesn't he? See? There's his
knockoff.

The image zooms in on the slight bulge in Shen's head.

PRAJ
He's probably a good one too, it's
almost completely internal.

The scene plays out in Lia's view - Jon starts calling for
the sentries.

LIA
Not much of a friend - he's trying
to turn him in..

DAMIAN
He's an immigrant worker named Jon
Kesher. Naturalized... He works in
the labs. He just finished a week's
suspension for hitting another
worker.

PRAJ
It seems likely these two are
connected to the anomaly.
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Lia studies the images, thinking..

LIA
Maybe. Let's just keep it to
ourselves for now, OK? Thanks guys.
I'll see you tomorrow.

They blink out of existence as Lia sits, pensive.

Maya - in her arms - looks up and gurgles, then slowly
drifts off.

LIA (cont'd)
Yes, you are tired, aren't you?

She head into the

BABY'S ROOM:

and gently lowers the now-sleeping Maya into a very high-
tech crib. The mattress adjusts to the baby as she's set
down.

Lia looks over at the room temperature and humidity gauges
and - with her thoughts - adjusts it to the "Night" cycle.

As she quietly walks out of the baby's room, a call comes
into her view: "YOU ARE RECEIVING A SECURE CALL - STAND BY"

In her view, a hologram appears of a stern-looking MAN in a
suit with a symbol of the UCAT on his lapel.

MAN
Lia Powell. Please stand by to be
connected...

Lia sits down on the couch and waits - after a beat,
President Tremblay's face appears.

TREMBLAY
Did I miss her?

LIA
Yeah, sorry. She's asleep.

TREMBLAY
Maybe you could just wake her for a
second?

LIA
Not a chance, Mom. Hey - have you
talked to Robert lately?
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TREMBLAY
No more than I've had to, why?

LIA
He called me..

TREMBLAY
Stay away, Lia. You don't need that
again.

LIA
I know, I'm just wondering why now.
Why does he care about me again?

TREMBLAY
I don't know, but we should try to
find out. There's very little to
stop him from exposing you.

LIA
No.. If he exposed me, he'd be
labeled the terrorist's boyfriend.
Guys like Senator Martins would
hammer him. He's too smart for
that.

TREMBLAY
Yes. He is smart...

She trails off, a little worried.

LIA
Oh and did you know they were going
to use us to spy on people?

Tremblay doesn't respond, but her face reveals the answer is
yes.

LIA (cont'd)
Mom...

TREMBLAY
What, Lia? What do you want me to
do? My hands are tied on this one.
If it's got "security" attached to
it, the only people who get a voice
are Martins and the Cabbies. We all
just have to go along with it..

LIA
But if you were to actually go out
to the Valley to prove...
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TREMBLAY
Stop. Right there. I didn't call
you for policy help, OK? If I went
out to the Valley, I’d be the enemy
of freedom. I'd be interfering with
a sovereign company and they'd have
my head.

LIA
Well don't you see that as a
problem?!?

TREMBLAY
angry now( )

What is wrong with you? I called
you to catch up and see how you're
both doing, not get lectured on the
state of the world!

LIA
It's just all so messed up. How can
you be so complacent?

TREMBLAY
Are you kidding? How can you be so
naive?!? You know, I seem to recall
you saying this when you were oh,
maybe, eighteen? Just before you
ran away... Haven't you learned
anything?

LIA
petulant( )

Yeah yeah, I know...you risked
everything to bring me back...

TREMBLAY
That is NOT fair, Lia. I didn't
just risk everything for me. It
could have ruined BOTH our lives.
We're LUCKY. You need to stop
forgetting that.

Tremblay glares. Lia backtracks.

LIA
contrite but sad( )

I’m sorry. I just...you're right.
It’d just be nice to not have to
sneak around, you know?

TREMBLAY
Yes, it would. But you should have
thought of that before you ran off.

(MORE)
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Maybe it’ll change when I’m out of
TREMBLAY (cont'd)

office, but that’s the way it has
to be for now.

MAN (O.S.)
Madame President, your next meeting
is in one minute.

TREMBLAY
to Lia( )

I’m on your side. You know that.
You do what you need to do and I
will support you as best I can, OK?
But I can't get involved in this
one.

LIA
I know, I know. Maybe I'll try to
get Pamela to listen to reason
again. Without Jonas in the room.

TREMBLAY
Yeah, good luck with that. OK - I
love you. Kiss my granddaughter for
me.

Lia nods, resigned, as Tremblay disappears. She sits back
with a sigh...

INT. THINC OFFICES - DAY

Lia approaches the outer offices of the CEO and greets the
SECRETARY - an advanced AI named Jorge.

JORGE
Hello, Lia.

LIA
Hey Jorge, is she in? I kind of
need a bit of face time.

JORGE
She is currently in a meeting.
Shall I take a message?

LIA
Do you know when she's done?

JORGE
She is scheduled to conclude...

But he's interrupted by the door opening - and out walks
Robert Edgar with TWO ASSISTANTS.
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Lia is taken aback, but tries to hide her shock...

PAMELA
Well Mr. Edgar, thank you for
coming in to meet face-to-face.
It's much appreciated.

ROBERT
A pleasure, Pamela. We'll be in
touch soon.

Robert turns and notices Lia - he almost doesn't miss a
beat. They lock eyes as he walks past her, with a slight
smile.

Niskanen watches him go. Lia plays dumb...

LIA
Wasn't that Robert Edgar?

PAMELA
keeping things close( )

Yeah, you know him?

LIA
No, no...just reputation.

innocent( )
Is he going to be...working with us
or.. something?

PAMELA
It's early stages, but it could
lead to a good partnership. Did you
come up here for something that
couldn't be done over the Phone?

LIA
I just wanted to see if we could
talk a bit more about yesterday...

PAMELA
interrupting( )

I'm sorry. I can't now, Lia. Jorge,
when's my next appointment?

JORGE
The representative from Shore
Capital is is in the lobby now.

PAMELA
Send him up.

to Lia( )
Sorry. Just make an appointment.
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She disappears into the inner sanctum, leaving Lia standing
there.

JORGE
Would you like me to schedule
something, Lia?

LIA
No, thanks.

She walks out into the

HALL

She ducks around the corner and stands.

Staring into nothing, she scans the security system of the
building in her vision, until she sees Robert and his
entourage walking in the the lobby.

She looks closely and turns up the volume...As he walks,
he's talking to his STERN ASSOCIATE, and Lia listens:

ROBERT
...she'll be the easy one. It's
Berg that has to be convinced, but
if he gets on board, we're golden.

STERN ASSOCIATE
Let's just hope he sees it the way
we do.

ROBERT
trailing off( )

There's too much money in it for
him not to...

They move out of earshot and exit the building. Lia
frantically scans the video feeds to find a suitable one -
like a radio being tuned as she catches snippets of people
conversations.

She follows Robert on the system as he walks to his
driverless vehicle, but she can't hear him any more. In her
POV, he enters the car and it drives off..

Lia stands there, worried. Then a notice appears in her
vision:

INSERT: PRAJ 911

LIA
connecting( )

What's up?
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PRAJ
Someone was just scanning the
security feed. It seemed to be
coming from Niskanen's floor..

LIA
Yeah, that was uh....me. I'm up
here now, was just showing her how
we can, uh.. monitor things.

There is skepticism in Praj's silence.

LIA (cont'd)
It's fine, Praj. Don't worry about
it..

PRAJ
accepting( )

OK, Lia. Just maybe let us know
next time?

LIA
Sure. I'm sorry...

She hangs up and stares out the window, with a view of the
rooftop garden of the building across the street.

A man sits having a beer and watching something only he can
see. She takes in the scene and heads to the elevator as we
PUSH IN toward the man...

It's Alejandro - the guy who was following her in the park.
He takes a sip of his beer as we see what he's looking at on
his heads-up display:

It's a dating app - akin to match.com - but much more
interactive. He's created a profile with a smiling,
professional picture of himself.

Under one of the profile fields, he has filled in: "I'M
YOUNG, BUT KIDS DON'T SCARE ME."

Satisfied - using only his thoughts - he navigates over to a
list of potential matches that scroll fast through his
view....then he stops:

It's Lia. He takes a second to admire her picture, then
records the perfect dating message. Endearing, smart and
charmingly seductive...
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ALEJANDRO
slight Spanish accent( )

Hello there, Lia...this wonderful
app has deemed us a possible match,
so how can you argue? I'd love to
learn more about you so if you're
interested, let's uh...let's maybe
chat sometime? OK. Hope to hear
from you.

The recording finishes and uploads.

His faux smile drops away as he sits back and takes a sip of
his beer, staring intently at Lia's picture...

END
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